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Press Information 

Seven tips to help you choose the right showerhead 

The Showerhead of Your Dreams: How to Find the Right One 
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A wide variety of showers ensures customised showering fun: The following tips will help you choose 
from a range of showerheads and find the one that best fits your needs. 

 

Schiltach, September 2017. When it comes to taking a shower, everyone has their own 

preferences. But regardless of whether you like your showers cold or warm, short or long, in the 

morning or the evening, what is really important is the showerhead. Showerhead manufacturers 

offer many different models so that you can find the one that is just right for you; be it for a 

bathroom in a rental flat or a complete bathroom remodel. The showerhead is only a small 

change, but it can provide a totally new shower experience. Here are seven tips on what to pay 

attention to when selecting the right showerhead: 

Round, Square, Modern or Classic? 

You can achieve a particularly elegant look if the design of the showerhead matches the taps. 
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Overhead Showers Optimal for Daily Hair Washing: 

Alternatively, you can opt for a handheld shower—or simply install both. 

Water from all Sides: 

True shower fans go for extra-large overhead, waterfall and side showers. 

A Gentle Shower Rain or a Cascading Waterfall: 

Many of today’s showers feature adjustable jet types. 

Multifunctional Thermostat: 

ShowerTablets control water temperature and volume while doubling as a convenient shower 

shelf. 

Easy Installation: 

Showerpipes are mounted directly onto the wall—convenient for complete or partial renovation 

projects. 

Save Water Thanks to Air: 

Modern technologies enrich each droplet with air, resulting in reduced water consumption. 

P.S.: Can you imagine a shower without a wall bar? This indispensable helper was invented by 

Hans Grohe in 1953. Today, it is a standard fixture in bathrooms around the world. 
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As part of the internationally active Hansgrohe Group, hansgrohe is the premium brand for 
showers, shower systems, bathroom and kitchen taps, as well as kitchen sinks. With its many 
award-winning products, hansgrohe shapes the flow of water in the kitchen and the bathroom. 
Because this is where people spend the time they treasure most and experience precious 
moments in the interaction with water. With these moments in mind, hansgrohe develops 
ground-breaking solutions that unite extraordinary design, long-lasting quality and intelligent 
features for maximum ease of use. hansgrohe turns water into an impressive experience:  
 
hansgrohe. Meet the beauty of water. 
 

  

Find out more about the brand hansgrohe on: 
www.facebook.com/hansgrohe 
www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr 

 

 

iF Design Leader in the Sanitation Industry 
In the current ranking of the International Forum 
Design (iF) of the best companies in the world 
for design, the Hansgrohe Group, with its 
brands AXOR and hansgrohe, ranks 6th among 
2,000 listed companies. The 1040 points earned 
by the Schiltach-based fixtures and shower 
specialist outperform famous brands such as 
Audi, BMW or Apple and reconfirm the 
company’s leading position in the sanitation 
industry. 
www.hansgrohe.com/design 

 

Further Information: Hansgrohe SE 
- Public Relations - 
Franziska Seitz | Fiona Blinzer 
P +49 78 36 51 1452 | -1491 
F +49 78 36 51 1170 
E-Mail: public.relations@hansgrohe.com 
www.hansgrohe.com 
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A wide variety of showers ensures customised showering fun: Seven tips to help you choose from a 
range of showerheads and find the one that best fits your needs. 
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If you wash your hair every time you take a 
shower, you should choose an overhead 
shower: Alternatively, you can opt for a 
handheld shower—or simply install both.  

Multifunctional thermostat: ShowerTablets control water 
temperature and volume while doubling as a convenient 
shower shelf. 
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